Section 6
Dual Training at Lulsgate

Jan 2013

Two developments 1n 1949 completely changed the flying operations at Lulsgate:
the introduction of auto-towing using piano wire, and the acquisition of a T21b twoseater.
Auto towing using solid piano wire instead of the heavier stranded cable had
been developed at the Cambridge Club4,88, and was successfully tried out at Lulsgate at
the end of 194812.
Auto–towing was found to give cheaper, higher launches and to give
a more rapid launch rate4. Its use was phased in during 1949, with winching and autotowing being carried out concurrently
during this time5.
By August, two thirds
of the launches that year had been by
auto-tow13.
With the removal of the Heron
Winch to Roundway towards the end of the
year, winching at Lulsgate came to an
end14.
The new system had two potential
problems however. The first was that the
wire, especially new lengths, tended to
coil unless kept under tension and the
resulting loops became kinks with almost
no strength when pulled straight.
The
Cable Parachute and T21 in 1955
solution was to use a large parachute at
the glider end, and for the car to
continue driving after the wire had been
released so that the wire fell in a
straight line.
It was also routinely
inspected for kinks between launches.
On
rare occasions after a break with a new
length of wire, a heap of tangled coils
about the size of a bus would form and be
impossible to unravel71. However in 1950
over 400 launches were made on one length
of wire without a break9.
The other
problem concerned the tow car. If the
launch was started in first gear, it was
necessary to make a rapid gear change at a
critical point in the launch.
The
“Hobby” Hobkirk mending the launch wire
preferred method was to start in second and
wire
slip the clutch.
Tow cars consequently
tended to suffer from gearbox and clutch
problems71. Bill Gotch found the solution in 1954 by showing that starting the launch
with the car at an angle to the launch line, the drag due to accelerating the glider
was much reduced and less clutch slipping was needed73.
In August, the Club bought a
Slingsby T21b BGA 616 offered for sale
by the Martin Hearn Flying Club13 at
£62578. It was delivered to Lulsgate
on 28 August 1949 towed behind the
Bristol & Wessex Flying Club Tiger
Moth piloted by John Parry-Jones5&14.
The purchase was financed by a Kemsley
Loan of £560, repayable over seven
years with 1% interest15.
The T21b
was an open, side by side dual control
glider with a parasol wing with
spoilers.
It was fitted with ASI,
Altimeter, Cosim Variometer and a
venturi driven Turn and Slip.
The
Single bat signalling launching the T31
controls were duplicated except that
there was only one spoiler control,
mounted on the central console.
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The simple launching requirements of dual training, as opposed to the multitude
of different slides and hops to various heights needed for solo training, removed the
need for detailed briefing of the launching crew for each flight.
Consequently the
field telephones were no longer needed.
Also, although on occasions the James three
wheeler was used to retrieve the launching wire, it was usually returned to the launch
point by the tow car, so there was little problem with communication.
The practice
of repeating back the launch signals from the launch vehicle was also dropped, and
signalling was by the single bat method: swung under arm – "take up slack" – swung
over the head – "all out" – and stationary overhead – "stop".
The pilot rather than
the instructor initiated the signals66&71.
The end of hops and slides also meant that
"flights" no longer ended at the far end of the airfield.
Consequently boom
retrieves were quickly phased out.
Retrieves were by hand, with normally one or two
people supporting the tail using the bar or hand holds provided, others pushing on the
leading edge and one supporting a wing tip71.

Retrieving by hand

and by car

Take-offs were usually, though not always, from the grass alongside the runway.
With no concerns about the solid cable being worn on the tarmac as there had been with
stranded cable, the tow car always used the runway.
Only the wheel-less Grunau
always took off from the grass79.
A detailed description of Auto-towing can be found
in "Lulsgate Memories" Ref 66.
With the better training available in the
two-seater, including the use of side-slipping,
square circuits became the standard procedure
and the practice of beating up and down behind
the down-wind boundary as a means of adjusting
approach height was quickly phased out.
Training was based on flying by attitude, the
feel and sound of the air and by "the seat of
the pants"; the instruments were kept
covered during initial training. The previous
emphasis on stick position was completely
discontinued. The syllabus before soloing now
included stalls and spins and followed the BGA
Instructional notes21&67. Soloing was on an
uninstrumented Cadet, with the first flight
being a high hop to qualify for the A
Certificate.
This was followed by a circuit in
each direction to qualify for the B, and about
20 more before converting to the lightly
instrumented Tutor66,67&71. However the high hop
was discontinued after a short time and later
the Tutor was used for first solos.
Tutor Cockpit
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The T21 had only one spoiler control lever, which was centrally placed between
the two pilots. When there was a cross wind, the Club policy was to make circuits on
the down wind side of the launch run so as to reduce the angle needed to turn on the
final turn.
With the P2 sitting on the inside of the circuit to give the better
view, it often meant that he had to fly left handed so as to be able to use the
spoilers.
Instructors routinely flew left handed71.
A benefit of dual training was that the accident rate was reduced.
With solo
training it averaged around 15 per year, but with dual training it quickly dropped to
less than half of that at Lulsgate (though at Roundway with its small field and low
launch heights there were several accidents, especially in 1951)63. However, when a
Tutor ran into the T21 during its landing run in October 1950, it stopped flying at
Lulsgate for six weeks9,10&58. As the general standard of flying and experience
increased, more soaring was achieved and more pilots attempted cross countries and
Club records were progressively extended. Appendix 1 lists the flying statistic for
the period as far as they were recorded in the Committee minutes and surviving
bulletins.
With solo training in primary gliders there was little need for formal pretake off checks and there was no BGA standard.
However in June 1950 the Grunau took
off on aero-tow with its brakes open57 and came to grief, and it was decided to
institute a Club check list with the mnemonic: Can I Take Her Off Safely – Controls,
Instruments, Trim, Harness Hood & Hook-on, Obstructions and Spoilers – Spoilers being
left till last because at some hill sites at the time, closing the spoilers or brakes
was a signal to start a bungee launch66&71.
The Bristol Aeroplane Co Flying Club continued to operate over this period,
with the addition of a block membership for 10 staff apprentices from April 195124.
The Club made representations to the BAC to allow works personnel to be included in
their scheme in 1953, but this was turned down42. Bristol University also started a
gliding club which was affiliated to the BGC in 19508.
Mid-week evening flying parties were started for the first time in 1954,
running from when the course stopped flying for the night until dark87.
Courses
The Club continued to run courses on the
same pattern as before: 8 members per course,
running from Monday to Friday with accommodation at
the Golden Lion with all-in charges from 11 to 13
guineas depending on the time of year17. The solo
training method was still used until September 1952
when a young course member was fatally injured when
he dived straight into the ground from release from
a high hop in the EoN Primary36&60.
This decided
the Club to go over to dual training for the
courses and incidentally resulted in the
legislation instituting a minimum age of 16 for
solo gliding.
As a result of this decision, it
was decided to buy a Slingsby T31 fuselage to fit
with the Club's spare Tutor wings so as to have a
spare two-seater.
The fuselage arrived in March
1953 and was fitted and flown in the following
month40,41.
It appears from the accounts for 1952
and 1954 that a Kemsley loan was advanced for this
purchase though this was not mentioned in the
Committee Minutes.

“Hobby” Hobkirk Course
Instructor 1949 to 1951
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The T31 was a tandem two-seat
glider based on the Tutor, having
the same wings and tail plane and
a slightly modified fuselage.
The wings were set a little higher
than on the tutor, with the second
seat directly under them.
(The
rather primitive appearance of
this aircraft prompted one
instructor to remark that it would
never take the place of a
glider!71)
As first introduced it
had no spoilers, but with the
extra weight it tended to float a
long distance during the holdThe T31
off71.
Consequently spoilers
52
were fitted during the summer of 1955 , and a special Club designed mechanism was
fitted to allow the back seat pilot to over-ride the front seat pilot's spoiler
operation54&71.
Flight Test Group
The BGA No3 Flight Test Group, consisting of Keith Turner and John Cochrane,
carried out performance measurements on the Olympia During 194980 and the Gull IV
During 195021. This involved early starts to collect a tug from Whitchurch, rig the
test glider and tow it to about 5000 feet for the measured descents before the morning
sun upset the night time calm air86.
Gliders
After the purchase of the T21, the Club fleet tended to evolve rather than to
expand.
The Grunau was fitted with drop wheels by Tony Heron in 195070 and with a
belly hook by Doug Jones in 195111.
The T21 was fitted with a fixed trim tab by
Mike Garnett in 195338 and a controllable tab was fitted in 195448.
In 1955 it was
fitted with a one-piece 'boat type' windscreen3 by John Dickens, a castoring tail wheel
and additional instruments, and the ply on
the wing leading edges and underside of the
fuselage were covered with fabric by Weston
Airways85.

T21 with original windscreens
Mike Garnett and Evening World reporter
With “boat” type windscreens
John Daniell
In June 1950 the Green Cadet 456 was converted to a Tutor by fitting a set of
Tutor wings which were bought for the purpose8&21.
This allowed a Tutor for Roundway
as well as Lulsgate.
However the Blue Tutor 497 was written off in an accident at
Roundway59 in August 1951.
The Club bought the wreckage27 and the wings were repaired
70
for the Club by Doug Jones though the fuselage apparently was scrapped as the glider
disappeared from the accounts64,65.
A further Cadet (Yellow, BGA No 454) was bought
from the Hereford Club in August 1952, because a Cadet and Tutor were both on repair
at Western Airways at that time35. Immediately after this the original Red Cadet 445
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was converted to a Tutor37.
One of the Tutors was fitted with spoilers in October
195344, and finally a silver Cadet, BGA 708, was bought from the ATC in May 195449.

The Silver Cadet
The Olympia, BGA 618, was spun in at Roundway in April 195260 and was replaced
by buying the drop-wheeled Olympia 1, BGA 504, from the Rex Young syndicate together
with its Rice trailer and parachute32.
Doug Jones and partners bought the wreckage of
BGA 618 with the aid of a £100 Kemsley loan and rebuilt it as a private venture,
completing the work in March 195656&70.
The drop wheeled Grunau and Olympia were interesting in that the pilot had to
jettison the wheels after becoming airborne and high enough for them not to bounce up
and hit the glider, but not so high that they might be damaged in the fall.
They
often executed spectacular bounces.
On occasions pilots forgot to jettison them.
The Grunau made a heavy
landing at Roundway in August 1953,
and on investigating the damage at
Western Airways, it was found that
the glue had deteriorated
throughout, and the glider was
written off.
It was replaced by a
Slingsby Prefect, BGA 720,
delivered at the end of that
year45,46&74.
The EoN Primary was written
off in the fatal accident on the
course in 1952, and the Dagling had
disappeared from use by 195071, though
not from the Accounts until 195464&65.

The Slingsby Prefect BGA 720

Details of the prices paid are set out in Appendix 1 to Section 4.
Ground Equipment
A trailer which the Club had had on loan
from Jock Forbes for several years was due for
return, and during 1950 John Cochrane constructed
a general purpose trailer out of welded angle
iron.
This was very successful7,23&71.
However,
an incident during its construction resulted in
the wing of the EoN Primary being burnt off in the
hangar75&71.
Grunau in the Cochrane iron trailer
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With more Club members becoming proficient and flying cross country, it was
decided to get a better retrieve vehicle than the Spartan and ageing Beaverettes.
Consequently a black Ford Saloon, VV379482, was bought in May 19508.
The Lulsgate
Beaverette fell into disuse, though the one at Roundway continued to be used.
However, the Ford was rolled on a trip ferrying members to Bristol a year later24&81 and
it was relegated to reserve launching duties25.
A Ford shooting brake EGJ was bought
to replace it in September 195126 and this was used to ferry members from Bristol to
the Club sites34 and other expeditions as well as retrieves.
By early 1953 this brake
was in poor condition. Used on an excursion to the Mynd for an Easter rally that year
it leaked rain and suffered from ingesting exhaust fumes71.
Consequently it was
relegated to general duties and another one, DPO 173, was bought for retrieves and
other road work41.
A little before this another Ford V8 was bought as a reserve for
launching38.
All these vehicles were second hand.
For some reason a redundant fire
engine EYD 214 was bought in August 1953 for use on the road43. The three wheelers
were both sold in January 195483 and the
remaining Beavette was exchanged for another
brake later in 19544784.

Shooting brake DPO 173
and Fire Engine
at Camphill for the 1954 World Champianships
By a bizarre coincidence in September 1953, while DPO was towing the "Cochrane"
trailer and T21 back from Slingsby's, where the glider had been repaired following a
blow-over accident, it was in collision with a pantechnicon owned by glider
manufacturers Elliots of Newbury.
The brake was written off, with its wooden body
work disintegrating, the welded trailer also disintegrated and the T21 was badly
damaged52,53 & 77.
The remains of the original Red winch were disposed of in 195449, or perhaps
used as the basis for a new two drum winch.
Details of the various purchases are set out in Appendix 1 of Section 4
Buildings
With the major work already done to make the Nissen Huts habitable, little
major development was done after Alf Winter and Tim Beck had installed a wash room in
May 19496, possibly because so much effort was devoted to Roundway.
There was some
re-arrangement of the petrol store and the toilets in 1952 on the advice of the BAC
fire chief35&36, but little else.
The Hangar on the other hand gave trouble.
The new
curtains did not last, and towards the end of 1949 the MCA agreed to brick up the back
opening, and recoup the £180 cost from the Club at £18 pa over ten years16.
In 1953,
the roof was leaking38 and this worsening problem was not resolved.
Towards the end
of the Club's time at Lulsgate the hangar was being packed so as to avoid the gliders
being dripped on51, and eventually the Prefect and Olympia were being de-rigged at the
end of each weekend to keep them dry47.
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Hangar with bricked up rear wall

Founding Members And Committee
One of the sad things about this period was the number of the people who had
put in so much work in setting up the Club after the war who dropped out. Pressure of
work or moving away from the area took their toll. Rex Young resigned from the
chairmanship at the end of the 1952/53 year through pressure of work, and gave up
gliding altogether at the end of 195438&2.
He was elected Vice President at the 1953
AGM39.
Lyn McFarlane moved from Bristol in 195072 and both Maurice Chantrill24 and
David Farrar resigned from the management of the Club in 1951 and gradually did less
gliding though they both had shares in the syndicate Olympia Mayflower30,31&33, as did
Keith Turner who remained an increasingly inactive member for several more years. Of
the people who served on the original Organising Committee in 1946 or who undertook
much of the spade-work, few remained at the end of flying at Lulsgate.
"Bonzo"
Hinton, Ft/Lt Jennings, J Kukucki, R M McDougle, S/L Phillips, Chris Ryall and Ron
Tayler had all left by 1950. Tony Heron22, Tommy Thompson23 and Barbara Brice18 all
moved away in 1950. Similarly with the general membership; of the 176 people who were
recorded as having gained Certificates in the 1948 and 1949 Club Annuals, only 16
appeared on the pilots' category list in late 195562. Certainly many of the 176 would
have been course members, but most of the then current members would have gained
certificates in those two years.
John Cochrane took over
the Chairmanship from Rex
Young, and Tony Heron was
succeeded as ground engineer,
firstly by Graham Ferrier, and
then after a few months by
Doug Jones.
Derek Colvin, a
test pilot with Westland
Aircraft, took over as CFI for
two years, followed by John
Parry-Jones.
A list of Club
Officers over the period is
set out in Appendix 3.(See
Minutes of the yearly AGMs and
the Committee meetings
immediately following the
AGMs)

Doug Jones and Alwyn Sutcliffe (in 1959)
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Finances
Over this period the Subscriptions were kept unchanged (See Appendix 2).
However the system of charging soaring by the minute after the first two minutes was
generating an enormous amount of paperwork.
A high proportion of flights gave rise
to fees of 3d or 6d, which had all to be billed separately. Consequently early in
1954 it was decided to increase the launch fee from 2/6 to 3/-, which was to include
the first five minutes of soaring, and to charge further soaring at 1/3 for each
completed 5 minutes.
This was calculated to leave the average cost of flying
unchanged and it drastically reduced the amount of paperwork. With aerotows, there
was 10 minutes soaring included in the unchanged launch fee, before charging for
soaring by the completed 5 minutes47,69,71&87.
The Establishment Loan Fund was paid off by January 195229.
At the end of 1954
(the last year for which accounts are currently available in this period) the
accumulated surplus had risen to £1993, with £1071 outstanding on the Kemsley loan65.
In April 1950 the petrol tax was increased by 9d per gallon8 but the Government
instituted a tax rebate scheme to allow flying clubs to reclaim the tax22.
This was
on the basis of three launches to a gallon7.
This rebate scheme continued for many
years.
Trophies
During this period three trophies were donated to the Club to be awarded
annually.
In 1950 Cyril Uwins presented a Cup to be awarded for the most meritorious
cross country, which was defined as being based on distance19&20 handicapped according
to glider performance. After his retirement from the Chairmanship of the Club in
1953, in 1955 Rex Young presented a cup to be awarded for the best progress by a
novice pilot; at the same time the Bristol Evening World newspaper, which had over
many years supported the Club with publicity, presented a trophy to be awarded for the
greatest gain of height50.
The winners of these trophies are listed in Appendix 1

The Cyril Uwins Cup

The Rex Young Cup

The Evening World trophy
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Social
The Club continued to hold annual dances in Bristol and Christmas parties at
Lulsgate.
At Lulsgate the bar flourished, with community singing being popular.
Strangely, there were a couple of solar topees in the bar, put there possibly by Rex
Young from his time in West Africa.
The 'Ladies Committee' provided cooked lunches
and teas at weekends, with the teas sometimes being brought out to the Launch point71.

Tea at Launch point

Party in Clubhouse in 1954

Dance at Salutation Hotel 1952

Cake cutting at the party with Ken Brown
John Burleigh, John Cochrane, Tom Parkes
Mary Candy, Alwyn Sutcliffe and John Hahn
Conclusion

So this was a period of consolidation and general progress.
However, in the
spring of 1954 it was announced that the Ministry of Civil Aviation was intending to
move Bristol Airport from Whitchurch to Lulsgate in the not too far distant future,
though no firm date was given for the move76.
As a result, the Club started actively
looking for a more permanent site, and ways to finance the move.
This is the subject
of the next section of this account.
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Section 6 Appendix 1

1950
Launches
Hours
X-Country Miles
Certificates A
B
C
Silver legs

1951

4807
5615
355
466
400
804
67
{
42
{166
11
{
7
N/A
°Club+Courses

Flying Statistics

1952

1953

1954

5766
421
248
5+66°
5+48°
12+1°
5

5191
5362
390
507
302
168
25+40°
4*
26+38°
3*
7+1°
4*
5
8
*Excluding courses

1955
7107
707
1175
{ 30*
{
1

Accidents
Lulsgate
Roundway
Courses
Competitions

11
1
Nil

7
6
1

6
1
4

5
2
Nil
1

2
Nil
Nil

7
n/a
Nil

Trophy Winners (as recorded in the following year's AGM minutes)
Cyril Uwins Cup
Chris
John
(Best Cross country) Stafforth Hahn

Jimmy
Allen

Evening World Trophy
(Best gain of height)

John
Hahn

Derek
Stowe

Alwyn
Derek
Sutcliffe Stowe

Rex Young Trophy
(Best progress by a beginner)

D Taylor

Records

Height

Appendix 2

Distance
25-7-52 Mike Hodgson 91 mi (9)
w/e 14/15-5-55 Mike Garnett 138 mi (CR BV)

Subscriptions and Fees

Entrance fee
Full Flying
Country Flying
Insurance deposit
Olympia surcharge
Private Owner (from 1952)
Associate
Lady Associate
Junior Associate

Mike
Garnett

2 Guineas
6
do
2
do
2
do
2
do
2
do
1
do
10/6
5/-

Wally Weir

Derek Stow 9400feet()
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Appendix 3

Club Officers

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

Chaiman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

Rex Young
Maurice Chantrill
P G Mobsby
Allen Thompson

Rex Young
John Cochrane
John Parry-Jones
David Michell

RexYoung
John Cochrane
John Parry-Jones
David Michell

John Cochrane
John Parry-Jones
John Burleigh
David Michell

John Cochrane
John Hahn
John Burleigh
David Michell

John Cochrane
John Hahn
John Burleigh
Nick. Lyons

Committee

John Cochrane
David Farrar
Graham Ferrier
Bill Gotch
Chris Stafforth
Alf Winter
Tony Heron*

Maurice Chantrill
Bill Gotch
John Hahn
J Doug Jones
Chris Stafforth
Alf Winter

Jimmy Allen
Bill Gotch
Mike Hodgson
J Doug Jones
Bill Moreton
Alf Winter

George Foord
John Hahn
Mike Hodgson
J Doug Jones
Ron Lewis
"Dusty" Miller
Alwyn Sutcliffe

Mike Garnett
J Doug Jones
Ron Lewis
John Parry-Jones
Eric Smith
Alwyn Sutcliffe

John Dickens
Mike Garnett
J Doug Jones
John Parry-Jones
Alwyn Sutcliffe
Peter Westmorland

Derek Colvin

Derek Colvin

John Parry-Jones

John Parry-Jones

John Parry-Jones

J Doug Jones
Sid Clarke
John Cochrane
Jimmy Allen

J Doug Jones
Bill Morton
John Hahn
Jimmy Allen

J Doug Jones
Bill Morton
Mike Garnett
Alwyn Sutcliffe

J Doug Jones
Eric Smith
Mike Garnett
Pat Parry-Jones

J Doug Jones
John Dickens
Arthur Bound-Pearce
Maurice Laceby

Alf Winter
Bill Gotch
Millie Smith
Arthur Hobkirk
Chris Stafforth

Alf Winter
Bill Gotch
Millie Smith
Alwyn Sutcliffe
John Burleigh

Harry Mills
Bill Gotch
Mary Candy
Stuart Furseman
Ken Brown

Dave Michell
Jim Tudgey
Peter Collier
Mary Candy
Mary Candy
Mike Royce
Mike Royce
Mr & Mrs Cheverton Peter Westmorland
John Daniel
& Hugh Moore

CFI
Maurice Chantrill
Chief ground engineer
Aircraft
Tony Heron
Vehicles
Press Secretary
John Cochrane
Fly. Comm. Sec.
Chris Stafforth
House Manager
Lulsgate
Alf Winter
Roundway
Bill Gotch
Ladies Committee
Millie Smith
Course Instructor
Arthur Hobkirk
Course Secretary

Note:

There were many other ad hoc and assistant appointments.
* denotes co-opted committee member.
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